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Dedicated to the pioneers who left us great works: Eddie Kartasubarna, Hildawati
Soemantri, Suyatna, Hendrawan Riyanto.

Fine Art and the Practice of Ceramic Art at the Present Time
The development of contemporary art in Asia, specifically in South-east Asia
region, has shown dynamic gesture lately. Along with the economic, socio-politic
and culture symptoms in such area, the face of fine art has gone through
significant evolution, notably since the very beginning of 2000. Globalization is the
fact that encourages such changes in artistic behaviour and the artists’ point of
view. Changes in paradigm in viewing a fine art practice has no longer based on
believes or single comprehension. It is more than often that these changes left,
and even weakened, many groups that previously had acknowledged as settle
and stoic in terms of aesthetic ideology. On the other hand, the opportunity for
those who previously left out or marginalized emerges, to be back to fill the spaces
in cultural living. It seems a blessing from post-modern era, to break a domination
that had become an ivory tower; decentralizing one single centre into plural core.

And so does the art of contemporary ceramic, although its exhibition frequency in
Indonesia is not as intense as paintings, yet, for these past several years, there are
increase towards the appreciation for the object of ceramic art. Ceramic art
discourse is a different development. On the development of Western modern fine
art, ceramic had been positioned as a practice categorized as craft. It was a
practice of art using the medium considered as decadent and old, yet bore new
thinking of modernism including fresh comprehensions of clay, firing, colour
elements, and form seeking. The art of ceramic is somewhat repositioned in the
modern society.

Yet, in modern art, hierarchically, ceramic is not an artist’s main medium. The
practitioners in ceramic are under the greatness of painters and sculptors who use
ceramic in their leisure times. For instance, there was Picasso who once worked on
the form of pottery in certain Spanish studio. He used ceramic as one of
alternatives for his works, to gain new esthetical experience. In Indonesia, similar
modus had done by the painters such as H. Widayat and Iwan Koeswanna in the
1980s.

The emergence of ceramic art in Indonesia has signified through the establishment
of pottery major in the Faculty of Fine Art and Design, ITB, in 1963.1 It gave the
students chance to learn academically on how to concept, shape, and process
clay into ceramic. The relevance of ceramic studies was to meet the needs of art
expression with specified material, in relation with the fact that the culture of
pottery making or ceramics spreading thousands of years ago in every parts of the
world is now continuously developing.

When industrial revolution came to Europe, ceramic had gone through
industrialization and they were manufactured to meet the needs of the people, as
tiles, domestic appliances, to technology equipment. For art pieces and

                                                  
1 http://www.fsrd.itb.ac.id/?page_id=3. Ceramics art studio established by Prof. Eddie
Kartasubarna.
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decorations, ceramic is still claiming its position. In Asian cultures, ceramic gains
wider place and even important in some cases, in relation with both functions and
rituals. It reflects that clay availability and other material also have triggered
ceramic culture in the first place. To mention some cultures such as China, Persia,
and Japan, ceramic has blending into the live of the inhabitants as the part of
their culture identities.2

Some Aspects in the Practice of Modern Ceramic Art in Indonesia
In its journey, the development of modern fine art is sustained by the emergence
of universities.3 As happens in the ceramic art in Indonesia, ITB’s Faculty of Fine Art
and Design (or FSRD-ITB for short) has graduating new talents that absorbed later
on by ceramic industry or ceramic development centre, or even establishing their
own studios producing domestic appliances in limited numbers. Only small parts of
these talents working on their individual pieces and making them into exhibition,
such as the late Hildawati Soemantri Lengganu and Bambang Prasetyo, in the 70s
and the 80s. Their works were very modern with none following the tradition of
pottery ceramics.

Their works reflect more to individual spirit, presenting the forms that are more to
abstract–formalism. As stated by the author Carla Bianpoen, Hildawati was
exhibiting a ceramic installation in 1976, and it was not exaggerating to say that
she named Hildawati as an Indonesian mother of modern ceramic art. In 1976
Hildawati also established a ceramic studio in the Jakarta Institution of Arts
Education (Lembaga Pendidikan Kesenian Jakarta or LPKJ) or Jakarta Arts Institute
at the present time. Later on, she went to USA to continue her study in history and
graduated with doctoral title achieved through her research of Majapahit
potteries in Trowulan.4

Hildawati gave birth to some artists who were her students in IKJ such as the late
Suyatna and Lidya Poetrie. Suyatna pursued his ceramic study in Japan and
drilling on the Japanese ceramic making tradition that gains special place in
Japanese society and has existed in the long run. Suyatna established a ceramic
studio in Tangerang afterward and gave lecture in IKJ once in a while. Suyatna’s
pieces tend to get closer to pottery tradition, yet, technically, his wheeling and
glazing or the colouring process are more expressive in terms of adapting the
technique and methods of Japanese traditional ceramics as seen in legendary
ceramic artist Shaoji Hamada. For him, this behaviour has become an individual
process, from processing the clay, glazier material, to the Kiln.

Another stands out ceramic artist and acknowledged far and wide by Indonesian
art societies is F. Widayanto. The graduate from ITB ceramic department started
from establishing a studio specified in making unique ceramic appliances. Then,
he had an exhibition showcasing ceramic sculptures based on Javanese wayang
characters. Widayanto is a ceramic artist who regularly held his exhibition and
presenting thematic pieces during the 1990s and in the 2000s. His artistic ability to
shape figures from clay and glazier application has made him an artist who is able
to combine the Javanese culture expression with stinging modern spirit.

In the 90s, a ceramic artist Liem Keng Sien established a non-formal education in
the form of ceramic course in his house in Menteng, Central Jakarta. Keng Sien

                                                  
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ceramic_art
3 Dua Seni Rupa, Sepilihan Tulisan Sanento Yuliman. Edited by Asikin Hasan. Yayasan Kalam,
2001, Jakarta p. 59.
4 http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Institut_Kesenian_Jakarta
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learned the ceramic making in Belgium and has particular interest of available
natural material in Indonesia. His idealism is always reflects in his pieces, such as his
colour selection, mineral and clay. His students are encouraged to open their own
studios and self-dependent as a ceramic artist. Those who are succeeded to have
their studios are Evy Yonathan, Ira Suryandari and Nia Gautama.

The emergence of various pottery ceramic studios or individuals occurred in the
end of the 1990s, from courses and graduated from ITB, ISI Jogja and IKJ. It is
recorded that the access to the materials and equipment were easier when such
ceramic studios mushroomed. When the pioneers started, the materials and
equipment such as kiln, clay, glazier materials, and so forth, were considered rare.
They had to order from aboard or making it themselves, using fireproof bricks for
high temperature firing fuelled with kerosene or diesel fuel. The easiness was
gained from the effort of some people in making portable, gas-fuelled kiln.

One of those pioneers was Asmudjo Jono Irianto who was also a lecturer, artist,
and curator. His compact yet affordable kilns gained positive responses and
yielded numerous orders from young artists. His kiln was space saving and quite
convenient for an artist who lived in a small housing complex, yet without any
dangerous pollutant. Asmudjo built a kiln by utilizing available sources, from
ceramics supplier for ceramic industries and manufacturers. And so were colouring
materials and other mixings that could be used directly, had become main
supporters of ceramics art practice.

Contemporary Ceramics Art
In the 1990s, the atmosphere of Indonesian art had entered significant era. Not
only the issues around post–modern culture started to rise, but also some
distinguished art events. To mention some of the events, there was an exhibition
showcasing the pieces from non-block countries in National Gallery, and in the
end of 1992, there was Biennale Jakarta IX. It was for the first time that Jim
Supangkat as the curator showcased tens of artists presenting installation idioms,
mixed media, new media, and so forth. This exhibition was somewhat reminiscing
the events happened in the 1970s when Jim Supangkat and colleagues held an
exhibition as a protest towards fine art elitism. New Art Movement (Gerakan Seni
Rupa Baru or GSRB), recorded by the late Sanento Yuliman, had opened new
awareness to the fine art practitioners towards new concept around art
environment, installation, popular art absorbent, commercial world and mass
media, and the involvement of art into social and environment matters. Their
trends included the experimentation of various uncommon materials, techniques,
and shapes, and unusual to the sight, in the expression of fine art.5

In ITB ceramic studio, this spirit had been contagious, inflicting the last year
students. Clay installation pieces made by Andar Manik—a student of ceramic
studio, had emerging new awareness toward other students around the matter of
material and time characterization when the clay dried, left to be cracked and
fell from the wall. Those occurence could trigger an art concept. This kind of
behaviour was on the contrary of ceramic arts conventional disciplines, where
firing process becomes one of the most important aspects. Yet, countless ceramic
students, such as Titarubi, later on demonstrated the works outside such
convention and disciplines that previously shown by the pieces made by Andar
Manik. She combined ceramic installation with performance art, letting the
ceramic statue fell from the pedestal—melting ice block.

                                                  
5 Sanento Yuliman. Op.Cit. Hal. 60.
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The mix between traditional rites in particular society’s culture and modern art
expression presented by an artist who was also a lecturer from ITB, the late
Hendrawan Riyanto (1959–2004). His pieces were not only made of three-
dimensional potteries with bamboo construction, but also a combination with
performance art that shared slight similarity with a ritual done by a shaman. Based
on his understanding towards high formality, Hendrawan was able to process the
pottery objects bound with metal wire included in the firing, thus there were
spontaneous cracks on the contour owing to natural deformation yet obviously
harmonious. The peak was when he presented a real-sized buffalo statue made of
red clay. In Hendrawan’s pieces, he frequently asks us to re-contemplate on
eastern tradition and cultural values in more poetic gestures and language.

The works mentioned the last seemed to bring the practice of ceramics art into
grey area where the cross of cultural signs and the forms of art were continuously
linking and exchanging identities, becoming the reflection of post-modern fine art.
It does not bring about the process of hybrid in the culture and art, and gives more
opportunity to ceramics practitioners for more medium of expression. Somehow,
some groups or communities view ceramics art as immature and does not have
any contribution in the long history of fine art. Eventually, little by little, practitioners’
esteem is growing continuously, especially for the young artists.

Thanks to its ‘marginalized’ position, some of the ceramics artists do not refer to a
single point of view, and they are actively having ceramics exhibition, both
domestic and international. Contemporary ceramics art is in between–-borrowing
the term from Sanento—‘high art and low art’. As an art practice, it contains the
elements made by both modern culture and its academy model. Yet, it uses basic
material and the method referring the long history of ceramic making.6

Contemporary Ceramic Biennale
This Indonesia’s first ceramic biennale are based on some presuppositions. The first
is escalating activities on contemporary arts exhibitions for the past few years give
more spaces to the object pieces and statues with ceramic as the medium, be it
the main medium or takes part on certain elements in the pieces. The second is
the emergence of new thoughts and comprehension toward the world of fine arts
and ceramics art practitioners. International forums about Asian ceramics art are
budding, especially in Taiwan and Korea; and so does interaction between
ceramics artists are growing along with easier access to communication and
information. They have become more aware on how to deal in social field
(capital) of fine art nowadays, in the context of local, regional and international.
The third is more vast variations ceramics art idioms that will continuously
developing and become a potential for public to appreciate it further, and how
ceramics world gives meaning to the living aspects of the present culture in the
society.

The idea to make a ceramics exhibition that reach greater scope was once
initiated by the pioneers such as Hildawati, Suyatna, and Liem Keng Sien. There
were some big events of ceramics exhibitions, took place mostly in Jakarta; such
as the exhibition of young Indonesia ceramic artists in National Gallery with
Asmudjo J. Irianto and Nurdian Ichsan as the curators in 2004. This event was
somewhat unveiled the potential of some young ceramic artists with their works
that free from the boundaries of pottery art, and even from the nature of such
medium. Therefore, Jakarta Contemporary Ceramic Biennale (JCCB) #1 will
become a momentum as biannual big scale event for the practitioners and art
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critics, especially ceramic; not only locally, but also in the fine art mapping of
South-east Asia and worldwide.

In JCCB #1, there are some ceramics practitioners from various cities in Indonesia
and from Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Philippine, Netherlands, Italy, USA, and
Australia. To mention some backgrounds of the ceramics presented, there are
pottery tradition as seen in the pieces by Ahadiat Joedawinata and Hadrian
Mendoza (Philippine) in the shapes of wood-firing bottle shapes; Mohd Roslan
Ahmad (Malaysia), Endros Sungkowo, A.A Ivan W.B, Marcello Massoni–Michella
Foppani–Hillary Kane from Gaya Ceramic Centre, Bali, with raku firing. The pieces
with statues as the object are shown by F. Widayanto, Noor Sudiyanti, Endang
Lestari, Kang Sri Hartono, Lie Fhung, Ira Suryandari, Evy Yonathan, Ika W Burhan,
Mirjam Veldhuis (Netherlands), Shamsu Mohamad (Malaysia), Umi Baizurah
(Malaysia) and Krisaya Luenganantakul (Thailand) that present the exploration
gestures and the process of ceramics statues from the expression of personal
world.

Albert Yonathan presents installation tendency with the configuration of
contemplative figures. And so are other installation pieces made by Ponimin,
Taufiq Panji Wisesa, Tisa Granicia, Nia Gautama, Nadya Savitri, Titarubi and two
non-ceramics sculptors such as Wiyoga Muhardanto’ and Handiwirman Saputra’s
artworks. They combine various methods and materials from shaping to
handbuilding. Ferry Pharama and Harry Mahardika etch the clay surface, while
Nurdian Ichsan presents interactive terracotta installation with the visitors. Herra
Pahlasari and Tromarama present video works in series of industrial ceramics
objects. Each of them presents the narration of life from the corridors of daily
domestic appliances made from ceramics.

From these works of ceramics presented in ceramic biennale, it is hoped that the
public could appreciate on how varied and vast the nowadays ceramics art, be it
in the scope of art craft to conceptual art and new media. It is wished that JCCB
become a new agenda of cultural event in Jakarta and in Indonesia. Supported
fully by North Art Space and Jaya Ancol, JCCB will also leave new history for the
development of Indonesian fine art globally. ***


